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THE RESIDENTIAL HABITAT IN THE COURSE OF ISOLATION

This crisis has put, consequently, the home in the spotlight. Homes,
in fact, are undergoing a dramatic shift in their role of providing their
inhabitants with the space needed to perform an array of functions
which surpasses the privacy of the domestic walls. An increasing
number of videos depict balconies and windows as tools to support the
civic life of communities stranded in their homes and the consequent
flourishing of critical pieces reflecting on the role of the balcony (from
specialised publications such as Domus and Detail to more general
press like The New York Times and The Guardian) in supporting the
investigation of the residential space with a new lens.
The proposed project offers the opportunity to reflect critically on
how the residential domain is occupied and inhabited and what can be
considered essential moving forward. The study is not limited to the
investigation of balconies. Yet, a more systematic approach is put forth
where the residential unit is dissected and studied in its layers: rooms,
ancillary objects and spaces, and envelope.

The City to You Think Tank seeks to compile creative responses to the
COVID-19 imposed self-isolation measures currently affecting the
world at large. It seeks to open- up a multi-disciplinary conversation
about the issues related to the residential built environment of our
homes, particularly in relation to the building envelope and the notion
of bringing the city to the individual.

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the lives of many
to varying degrees. One of the most common effects
of COVID-19 has been the need to self-isolate and the
consequential limitation on the performance of everyday
activities which punctuate life.
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The broader aim of The City to You Think Tank is to learn from current
circumstances and make tangible contributions for future residential
built environments that allow for new ways of living, working and
recreation post COVID-19.

The Think Tank has the aspiration to investigate two fundamental
aspects showcased by self-isolation.

1. Personal and psychological wellbeing
The first aspect is the dichotomy presented by the need of containing
a virus and overcoming the adverse impact that reclusion/confinement
has on the mental health of individuals. We seek proposals that aim to
address this conundrum via the analysis and testing of architectural
proposals and experimentations of alternative conceptualisations for
the residential envelope. Currently conceived as a definitive barrier, how
can the envelope be transformed to allow contact and interaction? How
can the envelope become a limen? In English limen is often translated
as threshold. However, the Latin word does not just indicate a border,
but on the contrary, indicates the possibility of trespassing, penetrating
a newly conquered (or yet to be conquered) territory. This definition has
an embedded fluidity that is key to addressing our current situation.
2. The fulfilment of communitarian and social life
A second aspect pivots around how and what elements of a communitarian
life can be recreated and re-proposed within the individual residential
dwelling/unit. In other words, how can the infrastructures and networks
of a city (social, cultural, political etc) be brought to the individual to
allow for the performance of a communitarian and social life?

The following texts, arguments, and questions were in constant
oscillation between members of The Architecture Et cetera Lab
(AEcLAB) and The [Radical] Project team ([R]P).
The significance of these discussions are considered as a thought
process that unfolds the current proposal into further notions and
investigations.

[R]P:

AEcLAB:

The effects of COVID-19 have made individuals rethink interior spaces
and have put certain aspects such as balconies and windows (elements
that allow interaction with the city) in the spotlight.

During the COVID-19 pandemic we have witnessed a radical departure
from the routines of living, working and socialising and so we think it is
necessary to apply these learnings to the residential habitat.
While the press media has in some cases highlighted the importance
of windows and balconies, a way toward creating a new understanding
of the importance of these spaces might be to educate the wider public
about the host of health benefits these spaces can bring regardless of
isolation.

Perhaps we as individuals can now focus on designing/creating new
spaces or new functions in the household that have been neglected,
forgotten, or abandoned.
Therefore, how do we create new understandings of spaces, rooms,
balconies, objects, or perhaps a combination of altogether to our
existing and familiar environments?

We purposefully adopted the term habitat to foster a more holistic
approach and understanding of our adobe. Crises provide a “stress test”
for what we consider normality and offer the opportunity to reevaluate
how we live, and understand what our fundamental needs are. This
reflective practice has to be transferred in how we design our homes.
The Think Tank aims to be an open forum where the lessons learned
can be discussed and showcased and have an impact.
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Another important aspect to considering new understandings of our
homes is to see them as much more expansive than just private spaces.
In having to accommodate new functions on a more permanent basis,
a home becomes a complex milieu that begins to blur the boundary
not just between public and private within the home itself but further
between the home and the environment. In this sense, the word
habitat also gestures at the inclusion of the environment and facilitates
a slippage of the boundary between home and environment (if a
boundary in fact is still applicable). Gregory Bateson’s well-known
statement that an organism + its environment = the basic unit of life,
and Arakawa & Gins’ equally potent statement that the human body
coupled with its immediate surround = the architectural body are very
relevant starting points.

AEcLAB:
Christopher Alexander’s definition of triangulation is interesting to
consider. While this term was used to refer to public spaces it has some
obvious parallels. Triangulation occurs when a space allows for two or
more overlapping functions and is able to facilitate interaction between
people and additional activity.
On the small scale, creating moments for protected socialisation is
an easy way to translate these ideas into architectural elements. A
habitable external threshold in conjunction with a comfortable internal
environment is an example of a space that could facilitate such social
interaction.

[R]P:

We could consider windows, balconies, entry doors and other ancillary
spaces as part of this threshold. Surpassing the conception of those
elements as definitive barriers, we are seeking to transform the
residential envelope into a limen. In English limen is often translated as
threshold. However, the Latin word does not just indicate a border, but
on the contrary, indicates the possibility of trespassing, penetrating a
newly conquered (or yet to be conquered) territory. This definition has
an embedded fluidity that is key to addressing our current situation.

Perhaps, one must work
on bringing or reflecting
experiences. Consequently,
how can we bring social
and spatial experiences
into the residential domain
to change or create spaces
needed to perform new
functions or new ways of
living? and How do we turn
these spatial experiences
into architectural elements?
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Bringing elements, parts,
or pieces of the city into the
household might turn into
a state of complete disorder
since the household is a
private and intimate space
that evolves in parallel with
individuals and the city is a
public and shared space that
is in constant flux.

The design implications are vast and the theoretical parallels exciting.
Let’s think about Walter Benjamin’s description of Naples (1924). The
relationship established between the front doors of modest houses
and the street. The daily ritual of expanding the living room into
the street, its physical occupation with furniture and the acceptance
of life from the street entering the domestic space. Similarly, Robin
Evan’s essay “Figures, Doors and Passages” (1978) has highlighted the
intrinsic relationship between the customs of a society and its house
plan layout. In line with Evans position we argue for surpassing the
cold pragmatism which has led the design of our current homes and
reconsider how our houses could facilitate human relationships and
mediate between our private sphere and the public realm. Bringing “the
city to you” idea can be translated into firstly, adopting the dynamics
and hierarchy which support the city life into the structure of our
home; and secondly, providing alternatives to support a city life within
the domestic walls.

[R]P:
In order to overcome the impacts created by external factors
[COVID-19], one must recreate, re-think, and re-design.
To what extent should we penetrate/trespass on our private territories?
In other words, if we want to change our interior spaces, how much
should we change?
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AEcLAB:
The idea that the house is a fortress of privacy and independence is
actually quite recent. Proposing what seems a radical change might
not be that new, afterall. In addition, there are numerous reasons why
change is necessary beyond the pandemic, for example climate change
mitigation and counteracting stress which is the more silent health
epidemic of the 21st century.
If critical design thinking is applied to the residential environment then
we can start to work towards counteracting these reasons why change is
necessary.
The idea that the house is a guarded private territory is also a social
and cultural construct. Constructs in their various forms are often
historically rethought or abandoned with developments in thinking.
An event such as the pandemic could and we are suggesting, should,
function to allow for a rethinking of this construct.

THE CITY TO YOU ROUND TABLE
30th of September, 2020
The Architecture Et cetera Lab invites you to the The City to You Round
Table
The previous texts have been written as part of a proposal for The City
to You Think Tank. The proposal seeks design works to be presented
at a Round Table Event co-ordinated by the Architecture Et cetera Lab
and the Design Institute of Australia and further disseminated through
a professional design publication.
All images used are property of The Architecture Et cetera Lab unless
stated/cited otherwise.
Texts are written by:
The Architecture Et cetera Lab members:
-Cecilia Bischeri
-Zuzana Kovar
-Jessica Harris
The [Radical] Project:
-Omar Dahabra

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Architecture Et cetera Lab (Griffith University) and the Design
Institute of Australia will host a live virtual round table in response
to The City to You Think Tank call for proposals (June - August). The
City to You Round Table will take place on Wednesday 30th September
at 6pm AEST and will be moderated by Helen Norrie, lecturer in
Architecture at the University of Tasmania.
The invited City to You Think Tank participants will present
their creative responses to the COVID-19 imposed self-isolation
measures currently affecting the world at large. Representing a
range of disciplines, the invited participants will open up a multidisciplinary conversation about the issues related to the residential
built environment of our homes, particularly in relation to the building
envelope and the notion of bringing the city to the individual.
The aim of the discussion is to investigate the residential space with
a new lens. The proposed discussion offers the opportunity to reflect
critically on how the residential domain is occupied and inhabited and
what can be considered essential moving forward in a post-pandemic
world.
Registration is via the Architecture Et cetera Lab website
https://www.aeclab.com.au/events/the-residential-habitat-in-the
course-of-isolation-the-city-to-you-round-table

Architecture Et cetera Lab (AEcL) is a practice-based
research initiative established in 2020 by Cecilia
Bischeri (head), Zuzana Kovar and Jessica Harris.
The AEcL provides a productive forum for the
overlap of academia and architectural practice via the
production of practice-based research and ensures
that the lab’s research and skills become widely
accessible and practically usable.

THE [RADICAL] PROJECT is an online platform
that displays a collection of inspiring images and
texts in the disciplines of Art and Architecture.
Its sole purpose is to inspire, showcase, and connect
the disciplines of creativity, in the hope of shifting
our conscious thinking.

